Tobin, “Evaluate Online Teaching with Five Brightspace Tools ... and This Spoon”

Evaluation Results [from Brightspace’s own instrument]

**Attendance:** 86  **Respondents:** 50

1. The session matched its description in the program.
2. The information presented will help improve my teaching / my students’ learning experience.
3. I would recommend this session to others.
4. The session was well organized and presented.
5. The presenter(s) was/were knowledgeable on the topic.

### Open-ended feedback:

- Best of Fusion 2015.
- Don't change anything, perfect blend of humour, charisma, subject expert, clearly well planned and designed, good slides
- Dynamic and engaging presenter!!
- From the first pass evals to the second I looked at the courses differently.
- Love Tom’s enthusiasm.
- Such an engaging speaker! Excellent information.
- Thomas did an excellent job! Good information.
- Tom always has a great session. Entertaining, engaging, and I walked away with a much better feel for evaluating faculty teaching online. Thanks!
- Useful information. Title of the session was slightly misleading as this seemed more targeted to part of an evaluation, not a whole one. The presenter addressed this early and set the expectation, but it was still seemed part of a larger discussion.
- Very engaging. Good message and method.